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The Wreck Of The Memphis
Alternative explanations for the wreck. In his 1966 account of the incident, The Wreck of the
Memphis, Captain Beach ' s son, Edward L. Beach, Jr., ascribed her loss to an unexpected tsunami
exceeding 100 ft (30 m) in height, and this explanation has been carried forward by most sources
discussing her loss.
USS Tennessee (ACR-10) - Wikipedia
Wreck of the Memphis is the story of a Navy cruiser, Memphis, formerly named Tennessee. It is the
story of an afternoon in the Dominican Republic, where in less than an hour, the ship went from
being fully prepared for war, to a beach wreck at the base of a cliff.
Wreck of the Memphis (Classics of Naval Literature ...
Wreck of the Memphis is the story of a Navy cruiser, Memphis, formerly named Tennessee. It is the
story of an afternoon in the Dominican Republic, where in less than an hour, the ship went from
being fully prepared for war, to a beach wreck at the base of a cliff.
Amazon.com: The Wreck of the Memphis (9781127518432 ...
The Wreck of the Memphis is about the destruction of the U.S.S. Memphis CA-10 which was
commanded by Edward Beach Sr., the f I met him once at a book signing and found him to be
gracious, warm and someone to strive to be like.
Wreck of the Memphis by Edward L. Beach - Goodreads
This is a vivid, minute-by-minute account of one of the worst shipwrecks in naval history. Edward
Beach's father commanded the Memphis, one of the largest battle cruisers built by the U.S. Navy up
to that time—bigger and faster than a battleship.The Memphis (originally Tennessee) was
demolished by monstrous tsunami waves in Santo Domingo Harbor in August 1916, killing fortythree sailors ...
Wreck of the Memphis | U.S. Naval Institute
Get this from a library! The wreck of the Memphis,. [Edward L Beach] -- The sinking of the U.S.S.
Memphis off Santa Domingo Harbor, August 29, 1916, and the effect on its captain, the author's
father.
The wreck of the Memphis, (Book, 1966) [WorldCat.org]
Captain Beach's father was the captain of the Navy's cruiser Memphis and as such he had to stand
trial for the loss of his ship when an Act of God—a volcanic tidal wave—sank the ship in Santo
Domingo harbor in 1916. The trial was a naval formality but the captain was reprimanded for not
having enough steampower in his boilers to ride out the wave.
THE WRECK OF THE MEMPHIS - Kirkus Reviews
The Memphis was the flagship of the commander of the cruiser force, Atlantic fleet, and, at the time
of her loss, had been lying at anchor off Santo Domingo City most of the summer. The Wreck of the
U. S. S. "Memphis" | Proceedings - July 1918 Vol. 44/7/185
The Wreck of the U. S. S. "Memphis" | Proceedings - July ...
It is an honor to be here with you to recognize the heroism of U.S. sailors and Dominican citizens on
the 100 th anniversary of the disaster of the USS Memphis. I would like to thank all of the
organizers, historians, and researchers who worked to ensure that the story of the Memphis was not
forgotten.
100th Anniversary of the Wreck of the USS Memphis | U.S ...
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The USS Memphis was wrecked by storm waves generated by a passing hurricane. The water depth
of 55 feet where the Memphis had dropped anchor was too shallow and within the breaking depth
zone of potential significant waves of longer period and wavelength, generated by hurricanes.
The Loss of the USS Memphis on 29 August 1916 - Was a ...
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
The Wreck Of The Memphis, Captain Edward L. Beach ...
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely
between applications and fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of
your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher, institution or organization should be applied.
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